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Low-frequency photocurrent noise in semiconductors: Effect of nonlinear
current–voltage characteristics

Anna Carbone,a) Piero Mazzetti, and Fausto Rossi
Istituto Nazionale per la Fisica della Materia (INFM) and Dipartimento di Fisica, Politecnico di Torino,
Corso Duca degli Abruzzi 24, 10129 Torino, Italy

~Received 3 January 2001; accepted for publication 6 March 2001!

A current noise model for planar metal–semiconductor–metal photodetectors is proposed, which
allows one to account for the low-frequency excess-noise behavior measured in several
semiconductor devices. According to the proposed model—based on a multiplicative noise
mechanism—the photocurrent noise power can be directly related to the carrier density and to the
photogeneration level. Moreover, in the absence of potential-barrier fluctuations, the standard 1/n
behavior of the simpleg–r noise model is recovered. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
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Photodetectors are basic components to instrumenta
operating in optical communication and environment
control fields. A severe concern associated to such system
the level of electrical noise, mainly in those applications
quiring very high sensitivity.1 For a fully homogeneous
semiconductor device in the absence of defects and dono
noise is due to fluctuations of sample resistance and,
mately, to uncorrelated carrier number fluctuations, the r
tive noise power̂ dG2&/G2 varies as 1/G, G being the aver-
age conductance of the sample.2,3 This property is, however
rarely satisfied: real samples are far from being fully hom
geneous and fluctuations always show a certain correla
degree. A variety of inhomogeneous systems and dev
indeed exhibits a relative current noise exceeding the co
sponding homogeneous value.4–6 In such cases, the earlie
relationship plays the unique but important role of referen
to evaluate at what extent noise deviates from the ideal
havior.

The aim of this letter is twofold:~i! we shall present a
variety of results showing how different semiconductor m
terials exhibit an universal low-frequency photocurrent no
behavior and~ii ! we shall propose a noise model able
account for such excess-noise phenomena in terms of a
tiplicative noise mechanism. Our experimental results are
ported in Fig. 1; here, the relative conductance noise po
^dG2&/G2 is shown as a function of the conductanceG for
PbS, PbSe, and HgCdTe photoconductors at different t
peratures. Instead of decreasing according to the 1/G rule
whenG increases—due to increasing light intensity with r
spect to the background level—the relative noise pow
grows, reaches a maximum, and then decreases mono
cally. Moreover, the amount of noise power exceeding 1/G is
larger for materials with narrower energy gaps@see Fig. 1~a!#
and for lower temperatures@see Fig. 1~b!#. Similar behaviors
have been previously reported on by other authors for Ga
Si, and GaN.7,8 In order to explain such a general behavio
we propose a physical model, which generalizes those
cently proposed in Refs. 5 and 6, based on a multiplica
noise mechanism due to fluctuations of a photosensitive
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terface potential barrier. Indeed, semiconductor surfaces
interfaces are characterized by accumulation or deple
layers due to ionized states and compensating space-ch
regions on either side.9 Under illumination, the occupancy o
the interface levels changes, causing a readjustment of
space-charge regions and thus changing the average cu
and its fluctuations. The electric field at a semiconduc
interface fluctuates as a consequence of the following p
cesses:~i! stochastic emptying/filling of carrier traps at th
barrier and within the space charge region, and~ii ! fluctua-
tions of carrier density at space-charge boundary in the se
conductor bulk. The multiplicative noise term can be eas
obtained introducing the effect of light on potential barrier
the current–voltage (J–V) characteristics as follows. Let u
consider a symmetricn-type planar metal/semiconducto
metal photodetector characterized by potential barriers—
surface or at metal/semiconductor contact—operating
thermionic-emission mode. The electron current dens
flowing through the device is given by9

J5nev the
2f/KT~eeV/KT21!, ~1!

wheren denotes the free-carrier density in the semicond
tor, v th is the thermal velocity, andf is the potential-barrier
height with respect to the conduction band. Under ste
photoexcitation, the free-charge densityn is given by the
sum of the thermally excited carrier densityn0 and of the
photogenerated carrier densitynph. In the case of uncorre
lated fluctuations ofn0 and nph, the current noise powe
spectral density is given by the sum

SJ~v!5S ]J

]n0
D 2

Sn0
~v!1S ]J

]nph
D 2

Snph
~v!, ~2!

whereSn0
(v) and Snph

(v) are the spectral densities of th
fluctuationsdn0 and dnph which, according to the standar
g–r noise model in semiconductors,2 take the form

Sn~v!54^dn2&
t

11~vt!2
, ~3!

where a single characteristic recombination time, for op
cally and thermally activated processes, is considered.
8 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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partial derivatives in Eq.~2! can be obtained by differentiat
ing Eq.~1!, keeping in mind the dependence off on nph due
to processes like~i! and ~ii !:

]J

]n0
5Ce2 f/KT,

]J

]nph
5Ce2 f/KTS 12

n

KT

]f

]nph
D ~4!

with C5ev th(e
eV/KT21). By introducing Eq.~4! into Eq.

~2! and dividing both members byJ2, we finally get the
desired relative current-noise power spectrum

SJ~v!

J2
5

Sn0
~v!1@12 ~n/KT!~]f/]nph!#

2Snph
~v!

n2
. ~5!

Here, the term in square brackets corresponds to the am
fication effect acting onSnph

due to the dynamic response
the interface potential barrier to the fluctuationsdnph. In the
absence of potential barrier fluctuations, the quan
]f/]nph vanishes and Eq.~5! reduces to the standar
generation-recombination noise term. In order to comp
Eq. ~5! to the experimental data, a relationship between c
rier densityn and optical and thermal generation ratesL and
g is required. Under steady conditions, the total genera
rate L1g is balanced by the total recombination ra
nv th( jSjNj , Sj and Nj denoting, respectively, the captu
cross section and the number of recombination center
type j. By introducing an average capture cross sectionSwe
haveL1g5nv thSN, whereN denotes the total number o
recombination centers and the quantityt5 1/v thSN corre-
sponds to an average recombination time. Following the
proach in Ref. 12, we shall assumet215bns, whereb ands
are parameters depending on the recombination process
sidered. The exponents ranges from 0 to 2, taking a valu
approximately equal to: 0 for Shockley–Read–Hall~SRH!
recombinations, 1 for band-to-band recombinations, an
for Auger recombinations. The parameterb varies in a very
wide range of values.10 However, it plays no role in our
model, since the final expression for the relative curr
noise in Eq.~8! will not depend onb. The total generation

FIG. 1. Relative conductance noise power as a function of the conduct
G ~a! for PbS, PbSe, and HgCdTe measured atT5240 K, and~b! for PbS
measured at different temperatures (T5240, 260, and 300 K!. The first
value of each curve corresponds to dark conditions. The conductanG
increases as light intensity increases. Details concerning the experim
setup can be found in Ref. 6. Photodetectors are by Hamamatsu Phot
Dashed line corresponds to the ideal 1/G behavior.
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rate is then given byL1g5bns11 and, therefore, we ge
n(]f/]nph) 5(s11)(L1g)(]f/]L). Equation~5! can then
be rewritten as

SJ~v!

J2

5
Sn0

~v!1@12~s11!~L1g!1/KT~]f/]L !#2Snph
~v!

n2
.

~6!

Finally, the total noise power can be obtained by integrat
Eq. ~6! over all positive frequenciesv:

^dJ2&

J2

5
^dn0

2&1@12 ~s11!~L1g! 1/KT~]f/]L !#2^dnph
2 &

n2
.

~7!

Since carrier-density fluctuation processes have been
sumed to be independent, we have^dn0

2&5n0 and ^dnph
2 &

5nph; by combining these results, the relative noise pow
is given by

^dJ2&

J2
5

aL

n
~8!

with

aL5122~s11!LS 1

KT

]f

]L D1~s11!2L~L1g!

3S 1

KT

]f

]L D 2

. ~9!

Equation~8! gives the relative power of current fluctuation
as the product of 1/n—which should be expected on th
basis of a simpleg–r noise process—timesaL . According to
Eq. ~9!, the function aL depends on the photogeneratio
level L, on the main recombination process~through the pa-
rameters), on temperature, and on the derivative of the

ce

tal
ics.

FIG. 2. Relative conductance noise power vs conductance G~a! for different
values of the recombination parameters, and ~b! at different temperatures
(T5240, 260, and 300 K! calculated by means of Eq.~8!. The first value of
each curve corresponds to dark conditions.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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terface potential barrierf with respect toL. It should be
observed thataL51 ~simple g–r noise! is obtained forL
50 ~dark conditions! or for ]f/]L50 ~absence of barrie
fluctuations!.

Let us now discuss the noise behavior given by Eq.~8!.
The relative noise power̂dJ&2/J2, evaluated using Eq.~8!,
is plotted in Fig. 2. The values of]f/]L have been calcu
lated on the basis of the theory developed in Refs. 11 and
where also experimental results concerning the depend
of f on L for silicon are reported. The thermal-generati
rate g has been taken equal to the minimum value of
photogeneration rate (Lmin51020 cm23 s21), while its tem-
perature dependence has been obtained usingg5n0v thSN.
The theoretical curves in Fig. 2 reproduce with excelle
qualitative agreement the nonmonotonic behavior of the
perimental noise. As shown in Fig. 1~a!, the amount of noise
exceeding 1/G diminishes in semiconductors with wider e
ergy gap at a given temperature. This can be explained
serving that the contribution of SRH (s50) and band-to-
band (s51) dominates over the Auger (s52)
recombination processes in semiconductors with wider
ergy gap and that the amount of noise exceeding 1/G is
smaller for lower values ofs @see Fig. 2~a!#. Moreover, since
the thermal generation rateg is smaller as wider is the energ
gap, posingg!L and, according to the results of the pape11

concerning]f/]L, aL becomesL independent. Thus, a
stronger reduction of the nonmonotonic part of the no
power should be expected. We stress that the above qu
tative analysis has been partially based on the experime
and theoretical results of papers;11,12 further support to the
present noise model could be obtained if experimental d
of fL for other semiconductor materials would be availab

In conclusion, a general model of photoinduced noise
semiconductors has been proposed. In spite of many sim
Downloaded 04 Oct 2001 to 130.192.10.9. Redistribution subject to AI
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fying assumptions, the main features of the experimen
noise have been qualitatively accounted for. In the devel
ment of the theory the current–voltage characteristics o
single Schottky barrier system has been used. The ana
has been performed within the thermionic emission mod
considering only majority carrier transport under the assum
tion of a single recombination mechanism. We finally stre
that Eqs.~6! and ~8! are unchanged if~i! current–voltage
characteristics of grain-boundary semiconductors or~ii !
current–voltage characteristics based ondrift-diffusion
model are considered. This strongly supports the universa
of the excess photocurrent noise behavior experimentally
served and theoretically predicted by our noise model.
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